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The design and implementation of a two-element solar radio interferometer, and the pertinence
of these initiatives for development of the astronomy in Colombia are presented in this the-
sis. The scientific and technical objectives of this thesis were the design and construction of an
instrument capable of performing observations of physical phenomena occurring in the Sun, as
well as the constant monitoring of space weather through observations of radio emissions. To
accomplish this, a log periodic dipole array (LPDA) was selected as the most appropriate type of
antenna to detect radio waves in a broad frequency bandwidth (up to 800 MHz) and therefore
achieving the main scientific objective of the present work. In order to have a better capabi-
lity of detection, two LPDAs were set as an interferometric array. The design of this instrument
includes a digital signal processing system. The ROACH 1 hardware was programmed and used
as the receiver system that generates the radio spectra by using signal correlation techniques.
During commissioning, several tests were performed to ensure the correct operation of the First
Colombian Solar Radio Interferometer (FiCoRI). The description and results of these tests are
presented in this thesis. The combination of different devices and methods used for the de-
tection and processing of the signals compose the First Colombian Solar Radio Interferometer
(FiCoRI). The analysis of a solar radio burst observed by FiCoRI and other instruments is also
described. Results of the estimated electron velocity generating the observed radio emission are
presented. This is the first time that such an analysis has been made with data obtain from a ra-
dio astronomical instrument designed and constructed in Colombia. Some ideas and suggestions
for future improvements of FiCoRI are also given.
Keywords: Radio astronomy, solar radio bursts, radio interferometry, Sun
X
Resumen
En esta tesis se presenta el diseño e implementación de un radio interferómetro solar de dos
elementos enmarcado en la pertinencia de esta clase de iniciativas para el desarrollo de la astro-
nomía en Colombia. Los objetivos científicos del proyecto fueron lograr un instrumento capaz de
hacer observación de fenómenos físicos que ocurren en el Sol, así como el monitoreo constante
del clima espacial a través de la observación de emisión en radio. Para lograr esto, el arreglo de
dipolos log-periódico (LPDA) fue el tipo de antena elegida como la más apropiada para detectar
ondas de radio en una banda frecuencias bastante ancha(hasta 800 MHz). Para tener una mejor
capacidad de detección, dos LPDA se pusieron como un arreglo interferométrico. El hardware
ROACH 1 fue programado y utilizado como el sistema de recepción y procesamiento que genera
los espectros de radio mediante el uso de técnicas de correlación de señales. Las pruebas que
corroboran el buen desempeño de FiCoRI son presentadas en la tesis. La combinación de los
diferentes dispositivos y métodos utilizados para lograr la detección y procesamiento de las se-
ñales conforman el Primer Radio Interferómetro Solar Colombiano (FiCoRI). Al final, se presenta
el análisis de un estallido solar en radio observado por FiCoRI y también por otros instrumentos,
dando como resultado la velocidad estimada de los electrones que generaron la emisión, primera
vez que esto es hecho con datos colombianos. También se dan algunas sugerencias para mejorar
FiCoRI en el futuro.
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1. Introduction
Radio astronomy has not been a branch of the astronomy with a remarkable development in
Colombia. In spite of the fact that the country is located in the Intertropical Convergence Zone
which makes astronomical research in the optical window very challenging, the latter has been
the most developed branch in Colombia. In order to change the stage of radio astronomy in the
country, a successful radio astronomical project was carried out two years ago as the final work
of Bachelor in Physics (2014, [15]), thus beginning with different radioastronomical projects cu-
rrently running.
As a logical continuation, a two-element solar radio interferometer was proposed as Master The-
sis in Astronomy. This project is developed and described in this document. In this project the
appropriation of technology has been a key piece, as well as the creation of links between the
Observatorio Astronómico Nacional and specialized institutions in radioastronomy located in
other countries such as Russia and the United States.
In this section we give a brief description of the Sun and the emission processes generating
electromagnetic radiation in radio wavelengths. In the next sections the foundations of radio-
astronomy and radio interferometry will be found, as well as the design and results of the First
Colombian Solar Radio Interferometer (FiCoRI). In addition, a complete section is dedicated to the
analysis of a solar radio event observed with an instrument similar to ours and simultaneously
by FiCoRI.
1.1. The Radio Sun
Although the Sun is a relatively common star in the universe, it is perhaps themost important ce-
lestial body for mankind, and for the physicists is the biggest natural laboratory. Many different
physical phenomena occur in the Sun, among them, are those phenomena related to electro-
magnetic emission in radio wavelengths. These are of particular importance to life on the planet
because they have a direct relation with space weather phenomena and so, with the interaction
between the Sun and the Earth.
The Sun is the strongest celestial body emitting in radio wavelengths. In radio astronomy it is
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usual to use the Solar Flux Unit (sfu) defined as 104 Jy¹ as unit of measure. According to P.K.
Manoharan (2006, [20]), it is possible to split the Sun’s radio emission into three main groups.
The first one is the continuum emission of the quiet Sun due to the thermal electrons moving in
the chromosphere and corona. Most of the emission of this type is generated by bremsstrahlung,
i.e, by free-free emission from the electrons moving in the Coulomb’s fields of the protons. The
second one is known as the slowly varying component of the radio Sun and it is associated with
active regions and other phenomena occurring on the solar surface. The last one and perhaps the
most interesting is the emission associated to sudden eruptive and violent events taking place
in the chromosphere and corona, such as flares or CME’s.
The phenomena in the third group are known as Solar Radio Bursts and can be millions of times
more intense than the quiet sun radio emission. Benz (2008, [5]) relates solar flares with radio
bursts, noting a correlation between the impulsive and gradual phases with the increase in radio
emission due to electrons going downward to the Sun in a magnetic loop. When these electrons
reach denser layers in the chromosphere, they generate shock waves exiting the plasma and con-
sequently emit radio waves. Simultaneously, the electrons going down or up in magnetic loops
are emitting radio waves by gyromagnetic mechanisms. Thus, during a flare it is possible to have
radio emission in a broad band of frequencies from kHz to GHz generated by different physical
processes.
Bastian et al. (1998, [4]) also relate the radio emission with the Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs).
Because in most cases a CME is highly ionized plasma traveling in the interplanetary medium,
the CME is emitting electromagnetic radiation as a plasma. Solar radio bursts are also produced
in a CME due to accelerated electrons in the CME-driven shock front (P.K. Manoharan, 2006,
[20]), meaning that radio bursts are generated by plasma emission mechanisms, as well as by
synchrotron processes. Because the CME’s and the Solar Wind set the Space Weather, which
is constantly interacting with the Earth, and the radio emission is the most significant emission
from them, radio astronomy is naturally the best way to study the Sun-Earth interaction.
The phenomena outlined above are understood according to their physical emission processes.
To go deeper into these processes it is necessary to describe them from themain plasma parame-
ters, i.e., the electron temperature Te, the electron density in the medium ne and the magnetic
field B. Because this theory is fully detailed in so many books and papers, e.g., Kundu (1965,
[18]), Nikolski (1973, [24]), Krüger (1979, [17]), Dulk (1985, [13]), Benz (2009, [6]) the equations
below are the most important theoretical background and they are taken from these references.
Although the plasma is a neutral system, and the amount of electrons is balanced by the amount
of ions, the electrons move faster than ions due to the great mass difference. A very good ap-
proximation to model the system is just taking into account the electrons. Thus, the electrons
¹1 Jy = 10−26 Wm−2 Hz−1
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are moving in the field of all positive ions with a characteristic frequency called the plasma






In equation (1-1) e is the electron charge, ϵ0 is the vacuum permittivity and me is the electron
mass. Replacing the values of these constants, the plasma frequency only depends on the elec-
tron density; using the units of kHz for the frequency and cm−3 for ne we have:
νp = 8,9786
√
ne kHz ≈ 9
√
ne kHz (1-2)
The frequency of the electromagnetic waves generated by plasma natural oscillations is repor-
ted by equation (1-2). During a flare, electron beams are accelerated through magnetic field
lines going outwards and inwards of the Sun, these electron beams propagate through different
density regions in the medium producing radio emission at different frequencies (Aschwanden
2005, [2]). Most of the electron beams produce Langmuir waves in their interaction with the
medium, that can be wave-wave or wave-particle interactions. Dulk (1985, [13]) established that
wave-wave interaction requires a high production of Langmuir waves, which can happen during
very energetic flares, while wave-particle interaction is requires that energy of the Langmuir
waves can be transformed in electromagnetic waves in some way. Although Dulk’s description
is perhaps the most appropriate, a fully satisfactory explanation has not been found until now.
Melrose (1999, [22])gave one of the most complete descriptions of the generation of radio waves
by plasma emission. He stated that the instabilities of the type “bump-in-tail” propagation fre-
quency of the Langmuir waves are similar to the plasma frequency which produce radio emission
by resonant mechanisms. Thus, because the density of the solar plasma is decreasing from the
photosphere outwards, the observation of solar radio emission in a broad range of frequencies
is also the observation of the different layers of the so-called solar atmosphere. But, this kind
of instabilities are also happening in the solar plasma expelled during CME’s which are moving
in the interplanetary medium, meaning that the plasma emission mechanism is also useful for
studying space weather, allowing us to find quantities such as the particles density of the solar
wind that is interacting with the Earth magnetosphere.
Solar radio emission can also be generated by physical processes in which the magnetic field
plays the principal role. This kind of process is called gyro-magnetic emission and the electron
gyrofrequency νB , analogously to the plasma frequency, is what defines the radio wave fre-
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where c is the speed of light in free space. Replacing the constants we obtain:






The magnetic field strength above an active region is reported by NASA² with a mean value
around 1000 G. Replacing the value in equation (1-4) we get that the frequency of emission is on
the orders ofGHz. Hence, the radio emission produced by electrons moving along magnetic field
lines corresponds to microwaves. Condon & Ransom (2014, [11]) and Dulk (1985, [13]) named
the gyro-magnetic emission as gyroresonance or magnetobremsstrahlung for electron velocities
much smaller than the speed of light in vacuum, gyrosynchrotron for mildly relativistic elec-
trons and synchrotron for highly relativistic electrons. In general, the helical movement of the
electron is dominated by the Lorentz Force forming an angle αwith the magnetic field direction.






Figure 1-1.: Emission frequency of a solar radio wave and its relation with the place where it is
generated and the physical process that generate it. Taken from (Aschwanden, 2005,
[2])
²https://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/sunfact.html
³A detailed mathematical description can be seen in Jackson (1999, [16]) and Krüger (1979, [17]).
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Equation (1-5) is the most general form of the Larmor formula, where γ is the Lorentz factor,
defining the relativistic state of the system and ve is the electron velocity. As conclusion, the
Larmor formula, i.e., the power of the emitted radio wave, depends only on physical constants
and some variables as the magnetic field strength or the electron velocity. While the frequency
of the same emitted radio wave only depends on the magnetic field strength, see equation (1-4).
Figure 1-2.: How a radio burst looks in a dynamic spectrum according to its type. Taken from
(NICT, http://sunbase.nict.go.jp/solar/denpa/hiras/types.html)
The plasma and gyromagnetic emissions mechanisms generate electromagnetic radio waves as-
sociated with energetic solar phenomena such as flares and CMEs. However, there is also an
emission mechanism that produces electromagnetic radiation continuously. This is the Bremss-
trahlung or free-free emission which is of thermal origin. Bremsstrahlung occurs when electrons
moving in the plasma are deflected by interaction with the Coulomb field of the ions. At the
Sun this process takes place for plasma temperatures from thousands of Kelvin up to millions
of Kelvin (Aschwanden 2005, [2]). The thermal emission is dominant where the magnetic field
strength is weak or non-existent. Hence, the bremsstrahlung emission explains the quiet sun
radio emission and completes the three groups of emission forms mentioned at the beginning
of this section. Figure 1-1 shows the main contributions to the radio wave spectrum due to dif-
ferent physical processes as a function of the height above the photosphere.
The electromagnetic radiation in the form of radio waves coming from the Sun is observed with
radio telescopes by measuring the radio flux for a bandwidth of frequencies. In a curve of Flux
(Intensity) vs Time, the quiet-sun radio emission due to bremsstrahlung processes is distinguis-
hable only in absence of active regions. Solar radio bursts generated by plasma and gyromagnetic
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emission processes, have a different profile which resemble Hard X Rays (HXR) lightcurve, i.e,
the main feature is the growth of the intensity in several orders of magnitude during a very short
period of time.
Kundu (1965, [18]) classified the solar radio bursts as Type I, II, III, IV and V according to their
shape in a dynamic radio spectrum. Figure 1-2 shows the radio burst classification of Kundu. No-
wadays this classification is still in use with the inclusion of another type of radio bursts such as
the Type U generated by accelerated particles during a flare with duration of just a few seconds,
in confined magnetic field structures.
Figure 1-3.: Location of some of the most relevant radio instruments dedicated to solar obser-
vation around the world.
The proposed and implemented radio instrument, FiCoRI, was designed to observe phenomena
in the radio frequency range from the atmospheric cutoff4 (≈ 30 MHz) up to 800 MHz. Particularly,
we can observe radio bursts of the types II and III. The continuous observation and monitoring
of the Sun by FiCoRI complements the observations by other instruments around the world.
FiCoRI is an unique radio instrument with a broadband window dedicated to solar observation
in this location of the world (see figure 1-3). In the following chapter we will describe radio
astronomy and radio interferometric techniques, necessary to understand the high level design
of the FiCoRI data acquisition and processing system.
4The minimum value in frequency for which the atmosphere is optically thin.
2. Radio Astronomy and Interferometric
Techniques
Just as telescopes are the most important elements in an optical observatory, radio telescopes
are the same for radio observatories. These are basically antennas thought and designed in seve-
ral ways to collect radio emission coming from outer space. Sometimes these designs are similar
to reflecting telescopes, consisting of a reflector focusing the radio waves in a receptor located at
the focus. Some designs consist of active elements such as dipoles detecting radio waves in the
environment. Each design is useful according to its scientific goals. Radio telescopes, as optical
telescopes, have better resolution with a larger collecting area. However, it is very complicated
to build big dishes or antennas. To solve this problem, arrays of antennas acting as one big anten-
na are built, this technique is known as interferometry. In this chapter we give the summarized
foundations of radio astronomy and radio interferometry.
2.1. What is measured in radio astronomy?
Radio waves are electromagnetic radiation, which carry information of the physical processes
occurring and the ambient conditions where they were generated, e.g., radio waves from the
Sun may give account of accelerated particles in active regions or also information about plasma
traveling in the interplanetary medium. Radio telescopes must detect and quantify the electro-
magnetic radiation in some way to get useful information. As the amount of received radiation
is different to the amount emitted by a source, and because in radio astronomy we measure the
amount of radiation by its energy density rather than by the number of photons as is the case in
optical astronomy, it is necessary to define some quantities. For this, the following definitions
are given based on the book Fundamentals of Radio Astronomy (Marr, J.M., et.al, 2015, [21]).
Other authors such as Rybicki and Lightman (2004, [26]) and Krüger (1979, [17]) also make the
same derivation and explanation.
Luminosity is the rate of energy emission with units in Js−1 or watts (W). This quantity refers to
the total amount of energy emitted by the source in a period of time. If we think of the Sun, it is
not possible to measure the luminosity directly because our telescopes are not able to cover the
whole surface emitting. However, it is possible to know the luminosity by measuring the Flux,
which depends on the telescope size, and is defined as the radiation detected per unit time per
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unit area. The flux can be normalized taking into account the cross-section area of the telescope.
Thus the units of flux are Wm−2. Considering an isotropic source emitting in all directions, the
flux measured at a distance d from source is the weighted luminosity by the area of the spherical





For a radio telescope with effective collecting area Aeff , the power detected is:
P = FAeff (2-2)
Althoughwewish tomeasure the flux, in practice it is impossible because there are not detectors
able to record information at all frequencies of the electromagnetic spectrum at the same time.
Thus, the FluxDensity, the amount of flux detected in a frequency bandwidth, becomes a natural
quantity to be measured, its units are flux per unit of frequency. If the frequency bandwidth is





Radio astronomers have define the fundamental unit for the flux density as Jansky which is equi-





Finally, the Intensity which is defined by Planck’s Law. The intensity is also known as specific
intensity or brightness and it is just the flux density per solid angle unit such that its units are
Wm−2Hz−1sr−1. Actually, the intensity is themost familiar quantity for our eyes because themore
intensity, the brighter we see an object. Intensity is special compared with the other quantities
because it does not depend on distance. This means that brightness is the quantity with the
most trustworthy information of the observed source. Thus, because the intensity is the same
wherever it is measured, it may give account of the amount of radiation as close as possible to
the source emitting, e.g., the intensity gives accurate amount of radiation emitted at the Sun’s
surface. Hence, the intensity is what we want to know. In the next section the principles to
understand the use of antennas as radio telescopes measuring something proportional to the
intensity are provided.
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2.2. How a radio telescope works
In Burke and Graham-Smith (1997, [7]), a detailed description about the main antenna parame-
ters, and the use of these devices as radio telescopes is presented. This section is based on what
they have described.
The devices used to observe the radio sky are antennas. An antenna is a device able to convert
radio waves into electric power or vice versa, how good is the antenna to do its job, depends on
its area intercepting the radio waves. For astronomical purposes, the effective area, see equation
(2-2), has some preferential direction of detection. This direction determines where the effecti-
ve area is largest and the antenna beamwidth. In terms of measurable parameters, the beamwidth
is the ratio between the wavelength being detected and the size of the antenna. Most antennas
have a principal beam covering a solid angle Ω0 for which the antenna is more capable and effi-
cient to receive or emit radiation.
An antenna can be either a transmitting device or a receiving device and its behavior remains
equal in either case, which means that parameters used to describe the transmission of radiation
may be used to understand the reception. The IEEE standards (2004, [1]) define the Gain as the
ratio between the real measured radiated flux and the flux that would bemeasured if the antenna





When the gain in equation (2-5) is equal to 1, the antenna is radiating omni-directionally, whereas
if gain is greater than 1 and increasing, the principal beam is more narrow, and so the antenna is
more directional. The width of the principal beam is then related to the gain, and subsequently





The gain is a quantity that can be found by software modeling of the antenna (see chapter 3),
which means that the effective area is known for each single wavelength or frequency. Thus,
combining equations (2-6) and (2-2), it is possible to characterize the radio telescope.
An antenna by itself is not a radio telescope; it needs to be coupled with other electronic de-
vices. Basically, the devices integrated in a modern radio telescope are: an analog-digital con-
verter (ADC) and a digital system to process and store the signal. It is usual to use an amplifier
close to the antenna to amplify the weak radio astronomical signals and to minimize loses in
the transmission lines. Moreover, the whole system must be at the same impedance to guaran-
tee a correct match, avoiding undesired signals produced by reflections in the connections. As
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extraterrestrial radio waves are very weak, it is necessary to have a good signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), i.e., the ratio between the desired signal to be detected and the background noise must
be large. Having well matched connections, implies a larger SNR, making the instrument very
sensitive. Usually the desired frequency bandwidth to observe is well defined, therefore, band-
width filters are used to allow the transmission of the signals of interest. It is possible adding
more devices to improve the quality of the radio telescope according to the scientific objectives.
In real life the electromagnetic wave reaching the antenna induces a current which is transmit-
ted to the ADC and afterward it is processed in the receptor. This current has an associated
voltage varying in time v(t) such that the receptor yields a power proportional to the square
of the voltage. Of course, the receptor spends some time calculating the power, consequently,
the process is a sort of integrator collecting the signal power for a period of time t, defining the
temporal resolution of the instrument. Then, the average power for a bandwidth that delivers





Although equation (2-7) is a very good approximation, the calculation of the input power would
be more accurate by doing an autocorrelation process. Spiegel, M.R. (1974, [28]) prove that the
power spectrum of a signal is obtained from the autocorrelation of its amplitude using a Fourier
Transform and this result is known as the Wiener-Kinchin Theorem. In order to achieve the
autocorrelation in the receptor it is necessary to introduce a lag time, τ that shift the signal with
respect itself. Thus, the autocorrelation R(τ) for a voltage signal v(t) integrated over a period




v(t′)v(t′ + τ)dt′ (2-8)
From equation (2-8) and using the Wiener-Kinchin theorem, the power spectrum P (ν) is the
Fourier transform of the autocorrelation, such that:
P (ν) ⇀↽ R(τ) (2-9)
This result (equation (2-9)) is very important because it allows us to make spectra. Summarizing,
with a receptor able to do autocorrelations, it is possible to generate directly the power spectra
and so, the dynamic power spectra, making possible the identification of solar radio bursts.
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2.3. Radio telescopes as interferometric arrays
How much radio telescopes are able to resolve a source depends on the antenna size and the






The resolution (Rθ) is in radians, λ is the wavelength of the radio wave andD is the effective dia-
meter of the antenna, for a dish antenna, this is the diameter of the dish. The resolution defines
the solid angle for the beamwidth, no matter the type of radio telescope. Because wavelengths
for radio waves are large, it is necessary to have a large effective diameter. For example, if we
want achieve a resolution of 1 arcmin with a radio telescope observing the Sun at 1000 MHz, we
would need an antenna with a size about 1 km. In real life it is not practical to build a structure
with such size. Radio astronomers developed radio interferometry to overcome this problem.
Figure 2-1.: Diagram of interferometer design and record of radio sources Cyg A and Cas A. Taken
from (Thompson, A. R. et al., 2004, [30])
Thompson, A. R. et al. (2004, [30]) wrote, the most complete textbook on radio interferometry,
because of that, the following is based on this reference. Texts of Burke, B. F. et al. (1997, [7])
and Marr, J. M. et al. (2015, [21]) are also taken into account to achieve a broader view. Thom-
pson, A. R. et al. (2004, [30]) describe the early two-element radio interferometer as an array of
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dipoles at 175 MHz with a baseline between 10 and 140 wavelengths thought to detect cosmic
radio emission and built by Ryle, M (1952, [27]). The antennas of the interferometric array were
pointed to a place in the sky and the earth rotation produced the transit of the radio source.
With this early technique were detected radio sources such as Cygnus A and Cassiopeia A. An
image of the measurements obtained is shown in figure 2-1.
Figure 2-2.: Diagram of a two-element interferometer with main characteristics. Taken from
(Thompson, A. R. et al., 1999, [29])
Figure 2-1 shows that a radio interferometer is an array of antennas separated by a distance b,
whose signals are processed by the same receptor. The distance is what defines now the interfe-
rometer resolution replacing the effective diameter in equation (2-10). Thompson, A. R. (1999,
[29]) shows a basic diagram of an interferometer (figure 2-2). The principle of operation is to
combine the signals received from each antenna. The signals are coming from a radio source far
enough away to be considered plane waves. If the radio source is in the s⃗ direction as in figure
2-2, there is a difference between the paths of the detected signal by the right and the left an-
tennas. This difference can be expressed as a geometrical delay τg of one signal with respect to
the other.
If the antennas are pointing to zenith and the source is at the zenith, the paths differences would
be zero. This is the case for an interferometer such as FiCoRI whose antennas are pointing to the
meridian and earth rotation makes the Sun cross over the principal beam or lobe of the antenna
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close to midday. However, for the most general case, a geometrical delay exists. This means that
the temporal varying voltages output for the antennas are modeled by an amplitude weighted
by a cosine function depending on the time, for one of the antennas is added the geometrical
delay as a phase in the cosine function.
With the output voltages from the antennas V1(t) = v1 cos 2πν(t− τg) and V2(t) = v2 cos 2πνt
and using equation (2-8), we can calculate the output power of the correlator integrated over a
period of time:
R(τg) = v1v2 cos 2πντg (2-11)
This equation demonstrates that for a geometrical delay (τg) equal to zero, the correlator has
a maximum response. The geometrical delay gives account of the fringe pattern generated by
the interferometric process, producing a variation in the correlator output when the source is
transiting. Figure 2-1 shows this fringe pattern as a variation in the output voltage during the
sources transit. Because in real life the frequency bandwidth ∆ν is given by the receptor fre-
quency resolution, equation (2-11) must be integrated over this bandwidth. For FiCoRI the ef-
fective bandwidth is around 780 kHz and it is different to the frequency bandwidth of operation.
For a simple two-element interferometer, the imaginary part of the voltages product represents
the phase shift of a signal from one element with respect to the other. Let ŝ0 be the reference
position. For a setup like that of FiCoRI, the reference position can be defined as the point where
the geometrical delay is zero. Thus, the direction of any source is written as:
ŝ = ŝ0 + ϕ (2-12)
The phase shift ϕ in equation (2-12) is given by the geometrical delay. Hence, it is possible to
know where the source is with respect to the reference position. For a two-element interfero-
meter we can only know the angle from the reference position but not the accurate place from
is coming the signal in the plane of the sky. However, if the interferometer has more elements
making several combinations of distances between them, the reference position is better defi-
ned and so it becomes possible to localize the accurate place of the source in the sky plane. It
is expected as a long-term plan, that more antennas will be incorporated to FiCoRI to improve
its spatial resolution.
As in equation (2-9), the power spectrum is the Fourier transform of the correlator responses
(equation (2-11)). The FiCoRI correlator system reconstructs the power spectrum. This means
that is possible to generate the dynamic spectra from the raw data without any kind of post-
processing. The details for FiCoRI are given in chapter 4.
3. The Suitable Antenna
In chapter 2 we demonstrated the importance of an antenna with a good gain in the frequency
broadband of observation to achieve the desirable amplitude in the correlator output. Now, it
is necessary to establish the suitable antenna able to span the whole frequency range without
important variations in its characteristics. The type of antennas filling these requirements are
known as frequency-independent antennas and one of their main features is that the beamwidth
or lobe over the whole band of frequencies remains almost constant (Milligan, T. A., 2005, [23]).
Considering that FiCoRI must be able to operate in a bandwidth close to 1 GHz, a log-periodic an-
tenna which is self-scalable by a logarithmic factor dependent on wavelength, becomes a logical
choice.
3.1. The Log Periodic Dipole Array
The Log Periodic Dipole Array (LPDA) is an array of dipoles placed in a configuration such that the
total set of them make an antenna which satisfies the definition of a frequency-independent
antenna, i.e., the main characteristics as the field pattern and the impedance vary very slightly
with the frequency (Carrel, R., 1966, [8]). This allows us to assume that the electrical properties
of the antenna are constant.
Figure 3-1 shows the components of a LPDA where the length of each element is denoted by L
and the separation D is the distance between them. The distance from the apex angle α, until
each element is R. This angle defines the bandwidth of the active region.
Following the ARRL Antenna Book (2000,[12]) it was relatively simple to derive the parameters to
design an antenna with the characteristics required by FiCoRI. Firstly, is necessary to define the
operative bandwidth B as the ratio between the highest fh and the lowest fl frequencies. It is
important to clarify that it is within the operative bandwidth where the antenna properties are
constants.
The ratios between successive lengths, separation distances or distances from the apex, set the
scale factor τ as a constant such that 0 < τ < 1. The closer τ is to 1, the more gain will be
reached and a larger number of elements (dipoles) will be required. The scale factor τ has to
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Figure 3-1.: Geometrical sketch of the LPDA. Image taken from (ARRL Antenna Book, 2000, [12])











The scale factor is not enough to find the separation between elements, it is also necessary
to define the relative spacing constant σ. Although the relative spacing constant is related to
the angle α by the equation (3-3), the optimal value σop for which the antenna gain is larger,
is calculated from the equation (3-2) which was found empirically (Balanis, A. C., 2008, [3]).
Figure 3-2 taken from the ARRL Antenna Handbook (2000, [12]) shows the relation between
the spacing constant, the scale factor and the gain of a LPDA.













There is a theoretical bandwidth dependent on the physical structure of the antenna Bs. This
is related to the bandwidth of the active region Bar defined as Bar = 1,1 + 7,7(1 − τ)2 cotα,
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Figure 3-2.: Gain of a LPDA antenna as a function of σ and τ , this is an empirical curve. Figure
taken from (ARRL Antenna Book, 2000, [12])
such that multiplying by the operative bandwidth B, 10 MHz for FiCoRI, the bandwidth of the
structure is:
Bs = BBar (3-5)






The lengths of the remaining elements are derived from the length of the first element scaled by
the factor τ :
L2 = τL1 L3 = τL2 ... Ln = τLn−1 (3-7)
The number of elements N is calculated using the structure bandwidth and the scale factor:





Therefore, the separation distance between the first and the second element is:
D1−2 =
(L1 − L2) cotα
2
(3-9)
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Generalizing from equation D1−2, the others separation distances are:
D2−3 = τD1−2 D3−4 = τD2−3 ... D(n−1)−n = τD(n−2)−(n−1) (3-10)
In addition to having calculated the geometric characteristics, the main electrical characteristics
were also calculated. According to Carrel, R. (1966, [8]), the average characteristic impedance











Because the impedance of the transmission line R0 is known, 50 Ohms for FiCoRI, this can be
used to calculate the coupling impedance Z0 between the antenna and the transmission line










The importance of the coupling impedance was explained previously in Chapter 2. If the anten-
na impedance matches the transmission line impedance, reflections of waves are avoided, this
guarantees a very low value of the StandingWave Ratio (SWR). For smaller values of the SWR, less
reflections will appear in the whole system and so the system will yield superior results. The
term σ′ in the equation (3-12) is the mean space factor and is related to the relative space factor





So far the only term missing in the derivation is the gain. For that, the axial length of the active
region Laxial must be calculated. Milligan, T. A. (2005, [23]) introduced the lower truncation
constant K1 and the upper truncation constant K2 which are found empirically:
K1 = 1,01− 0,519τ (3-14)
K2 = 7,08τ
3 − 21,3τ 2 + 21,98τ − 7,30 + σ(21,82− 66τ + 66,12τ 2 − 18,29τ 3) (3-15)
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With the axial length already defined, the gain is derived assuming an isotropic system, i.e., the







These are generally the steps followed in the design of a log periodic antenna choosing as initial
conditions the range of desired frequencies. The factors τ and σ can be chosen arbitrarily and
their values depend on the desired number of elements, size of the antenna and bandwidth
required.



















Table 3-1.: Lengths of dipoles and separation distances between them for the desired LPDA.
3.1.1. One LPDA for the FiCoRI requirements
In this section the design results for a LPDA working very well from 100 MHz to 1000 MHz are
shown. The calculations were made with a routine written in Python. The initial parameters of
the calculations are:
fh = 1000 MHz, fl = 100 MHz and τ = 0,84
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Average Gain = 8.8 dB
Figure 3-3.: Simulated gain for a LPDA with the features found in subsection 3.1.1.
The calculated optimal space factor (σop), the bandwidth of the structure (Bs), the bandwidth of
the active region (Bar) and the number of elements (N ) are:
σop = 0,15, Bs = 18,4 MHz, Bar = 1,8 MHz and N = 18
Using the equations (3-6) to (3-10) the length and separation distances for all 18 dipoles are
found, (see table 3-1). Now, using the equations (3-12) and (3-17) the coupling impedance in the
largest element for a transmission line with impedance of 50 Ω and the directivity of the antenna
are calculated:
Z0 = 56 Ω and directivity = 8 dB
3.1.2. Simulated Antenna
Using the results shown in the previous section, it is possible to simulate the electrical characte-
ristics of the antenna through the free software 4NEC2¹. The antenna is placed in vertical position
¹Available software for free download at http://www.qsl.net/4nec2/
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such that the smallest element is at the top and the largest element is at the bottom. This setup
guarantees that the main lobe (principal beamwidth) is pointing to the zenith, therefore, the Sun
would be inside the main lobe at transit.















Average SWR = 1.6
Figure 3-4.: Simulated SWR for a LPDA with the features found in subsection 3.1.1.
The gain simulated for θ = 0, that is the gain for the power received directly from the zenith, is
shown in the figure 3-3. As expected, the gain is almost constant over the spanned frequencies.
On the other hand, figure 3-4 shows the standing wave ratio simulated for a transmission line with
a characteristic impedance of 50 Ω. Above 250 MHz the SWR value is less than 2,0 which means
that the power mismatch loss due to reflections is less than 0,5115 dB (Lo, Y. T. & Lee, S. W.,
1988, [31]).
The antenna radiation patterns from 100 MHz to 1000 MHz in 100 MHz steps are shown in the
figure 3-5. It is easy to notice that the main lobe is well defined and varies slightly with fre-
quency. Because each pattern is normalized to 0 dB (Full signal) and taking into account that a
decrease in 3 dB corresponds to a decrease in half of the power, the antenna can be considered
as directional. On average, the principal beamwidth has an angle of 60 degrees. Because the Sun
travels 15 degrees per hour, it will be within the antenna lobe during two hours before and after
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(a) 100 MHz (b) 200 MHz
(c) 300 MHz (d) 400 MHz
(e) 500 MHz (f) 600 MHz
(g) 700 MHz (h) 800 MHz
(i) 900 MHz (j) 1000 MHz
Figure 3-5.: Antenna Radiation Pattern from 100 MHz to 1000 MHz.
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the upper culmination and so the observation of the Sun it is possible during a large period of
time each day.
Based on the aforementioned analysis and previous experiences (Guevara Thesis Under) the
CLP-5130-2N LDPA commercial unit was selected for FiCoRI. The CLP-5130-2N is a LPDA of 17
elements with operative bandwidth of 1300 MHz. The characteristic impedance is 50 Ohms. The
principal beamwidth has an angle of 65 degrees and its gain is 11 dB. These values are guaranteed
by themanufacturer. Because the bought antennas are very similar to the simulated, it is possible
to assume a similar behavior. The antenna described in this chapter is the key piece of FiCoRI
and its characteristics ensure that the Sun will be transiting by its lobe and will be observed. The
reception system, described in chapter 4, completes and makes FiCoRI an instrument capable of
observing and processing radio astronomical signals.
4. FiCoRI: Design and Reception Data
System
The remaining pieces to complete FiCoRI are the pre-amplification and the reception data sys-
tems, from now on the pre-amp and the correlator. The pre-amp is an electronic device that
filters and amplifys the signal coming from the antenna. Each antenna has a pre-amp equal to
the other. The correlator receives the signals from the pre-amps, converts the signals from analog
to digital to process them and finally generates the power spectra and phases. In this chapter we
give a detailed account of the pre-amp and correlator designs.
4.1. Pre-amplification system
According to the Ministerio de Tecnologías de la Información y las Comunicaciones de Colombia (MinTIC)¹
which is the government agency in charge of allocating and regulating the usage of the electro-
magnetic spectra at Colombia, a common FM station with medium power of emission yields a
power or flux density close to 1,3 × 10−4 Wm−2 at 1 km away from the emitting antenna. Trans-
forming this value to Jansky we obtain approximately 1022 Jy. The RadioAstroLab² presents an
illustrative image of the flux density for the stronger radio astronomical sources (figure 4-1).
From the figure, within the operative range of FiCoRI, the flux density is between 102 and 104
Jy for radio sources different to the Sun. For the Sun, the maximum value of the flux density
occurs during the active Sun reaching 108 Jy. Gary, D. E. (2014, [14]) shows a similar flux den-
sity illustration of the spectrum for the different types of solar radio emission described in the
chapter 1 (see figure 4-2).
The obvious conclusion is that in comparison with human made radio sources, the radiation
from outer space emitted by astrophysical bodies when it reaches the earth is much weaker.
This means that it is challenging to identify astronomical radio sources if the antenna is not
highly directional such that the radio astronomer can guarantee the nature of the source. FiCoRI’s
antennas are not highly directional because their main lobe has a width of 65 degrees. Hence,
FiCoRI’s antennas are not able to point to just one unique source, but rather receive radiation
¹http://www.mintic.gov.co/
²http://www.radioastrolab.com/
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from several directions. In order for FiCoRI to have the capacity to distinguish between the
solar radio emission and the background noise, it is necessary to amplify the signal until the
astronomical signals reach the minimum detection value of the receiver. That is what the pre-
amp makes.//
Figure 4-1.: Illustrative image for the flux density of the main radio astronomical sour-
ces. Taken from http://www.radioastrolab.com/radio-astronomy/
what-is-radio-astronomy
Each pre-amp is placed as close as possible to the antenna , ≈ 3 meters from the feed point.
Figure 4-3a shows a block diagram of the pre-amp design which is based on the amplification
system of the e-Callisto³ antenna (Tower Mounted Amplifier Instruction Manual, 2012, [25]).
Their design was chosen for FiCoRI because the similarities in the radio telescope design, also
routinely solar observations are made with their system, which means that we can be sure about
the correct functionality of the system.
There are 6 components in the pre-amp system. Below is a description of each one:
Lightning arrestor: Is a device to protect the electronic system from damage produced
by lightning. The high voltage and current of a lightning bolt that reach the antenna are
diverted through the arrestor to the ground.
³http://e-callisto.org/
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Figure 4-2.: The Sun’s radio flux density. Taken from (Gary, D. E., 2014, [14])
Band stop filter: Is a type of band filter. In our case it is an FM stop filter that attenuate
considerably the power of FM stations. However, the power of FM stations is so high that
they are still present in the radio spectrum.
Power Supply: It is a common 3.3 V regulated power supply made with an LM317T. This
voltage is used to power the amplifier.
Low noise amplifier: It is the key piece of the pre-amp. It is a low noise amplifier ZX60-
33LN+ from MINICIRCUITS4. Within the operative bandwidth of FICORI, the amplifier in-
troduce an average gain of 20 dB in the signal, it is equivalent to increasing the power
received a hundred times.
Limiter: The voltage limiter working between 30-3000 MHz is the coupler between the bias
tee and the amplifier. It protects the amplifier by preventing surge voltages coming from
the transmission line through the bias tee.
Bias tee: It is the device that uncouples the RF signal going to the correlator and the DC
current coming from the reception room to supply the power supply of the pre-amp.
4https://www.minicircuits.com/
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(a) Pre-amp sketch.
(b) Pre-amp picture.
Figure 4-3.: (a) The sketch of the pre-amp with the label for each device. (b) A picture of the
pre-amp box.
Figure 4-3b is a picture of one of the pre-amps boxes. At the reception room that is the place
where the signals are received and processed, there is a regulated power supply giving between
8 and 10 V to another bias tee that couples the DC current with the RF signal coming from the
antenna. This is the voltage used to power the regulated power supply at the pre-amp.
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4.2. The Correlator
The signals detected by the antennas are amplified by the pre-amp, and then passed to the
correlator, where they are processed. Figure 4-4a is a sketch of the setup of the correlator. A
description of each element of the sketch is given below:
ROACH 1: The Reconfigurable Open Architecture Computing Hardware v1.0 is a standalone FPGA
processing board as defined by its developers (CASPER, 2013, [9]). It has been the CASPER
collaboration5 at University of California Berkeley, the group that developed the ROACH
1. The ROACH 1 is a board that can be programmed by radio scientists according to their
needs. For FiCoRI this was setup with two Analog Digital Converters (ADC) working in
interleaved mode until 1000 MHz that provide digital signals to the FPGA. Each ADC has
two input channels that work as single channel when the ADC is setup in interleaved
mode. The FPGA processes the digital signals giving their correlations as result. Detailed
programming and configuration is given later.
Splitter: These are RF Splitters such that the signal entering by one side is split in two
equal signals with losses and phase insertions as low as possible.
Bias Tee: As in the pre-amp, these bias tees couple 10 V DC with the RF signals traveling
by the transmission line between the pre-amp and the correlator. This voltage is used to
supply the operating voltage of the amplifier, power supply.
Frequency Synthesizer: To sample the incoming signals, the ROACH and ADCs require a
reference signal as input. This signal must be the double of the maximum frequency to be
observed. The Valon 5008 Dual Frequency Synthesizer Module6 is able to generate by two
different channels well-defined frequency signals from 137,5 to 4400 MHz, for that reason
this device is used to provide the reference signal to the ROACH and ADCs.
Regulated Power Supply: It is used to supply the operating voltages to the amplifiers in
each antenna and also to supply the operating voltage to the frequency synthesizer. In the
amplifiers case, it is set around 10 V, and this is the voltage regulated by the power supply
in the pre-amp boxes.
The main piece of the ROACH 1 is a FPGA or Field Programmable Gate Array. FPGA’s are elec-
tronic devices of logic arrays capable of carrying out arithmetic operations. The appropriate
combinations of these operations are equivalent to Fourier transforms and therefore, to the au-
to and cross correlations of input signals. Programming a device with thousands of different
logical arrays to obtain the desired result would be very complicated if we would have to do one
by one. Fortunately, using Matlab R2012a and Simulink it is possible to do the programming of
the FPGA by using some libraries from Xilinx7 and others from the CASPER Collaboration, the
5https://casper.berkeley.edu/
6http://www.valontechnology.com/5008synthesizer.html
7Xilinx is the company that manufactures the FPGAs. This is its website: https://www.xilinx.com/
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appendix A explains in detail how the software must be setup to start the programming.
(a) Reception data system sketch.
(b) Reception data system picture.
Figure 4-4.: (a) The sketch of the reception data system or correlator with the name for each
device. (b) A picture of the correlator working.
The documentation of the CASPER Collaboration is available in https://casper.berkeley.
edu/wiki/Main_Page among its tutorials is one dedicated to the design and programming of a
correlator for 4 antennas using 4 channels, 2 per ADC, with 400 MHz of operative bandwidth. This
tutorial was taken as the basis for our correlator. The first thing to do was to modify the work
mode of the ADCs changing it to interleaved mode, allowing to expand the operative bandwidth
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from 500 MHz until 1000 MHz.The cost to pay is that the number of channels is reduced to one
per ADC, two effective channels, one per antenna. The interleaved mode works receiving the
same signal at the two channels inputs that now works as a single channel, for that reason the
splitters are used as shown in figure 4-4a. The reference signal in this mode does not have to
be the double of the maximum desired frequency but must be exactly equal to the maximum
desired frequency. Because we have two antennas and the signals must be synchronized, the
reference signal generated by the frequency synthesizer is also split into two equals signal and
connected to the clock input of each ADC.





where the number of channels #Channels is the number in which the bandwidth is divided to
make the process of correlation giving the frequency resolution. At the beginning FiCoRI was
envisioned with an operative bandwidth of 1000 MHz. However, it was only possible to compile
the FPGA program that generates accurate correlations up to 800 MHz. A design that stores the
raw data up to 1000 MHz, allowing the post-processed calculation was compiled with success.
Because at those high frequencies, according to the figure 4-2, the flux density is decreasing and
because according to the MinTIC that band of frequencies is filled by mobile networks, it was
decided to establish the operative frequencies bandwidth up to 800 MHz. Thus, from equation




= 0,78125 MHz ≈ 780 kHz (4-2)
The frequency resolution means that the correlator’s software split the total bandwidth of fre-
quencies in 1024. After that, the software operates within this width doing the correlation ac-
cording to the equations (2-9) and (2-11). To be sure about the frequency resolution, before that
the Fourier transform is calculated, a polyphase filter bank technique is introduced using a ham-
ming window. Through this technique, the leakage effect produced by the FFT is reduced. This
is visible in the spectrum because the width of the peak in frequency is narrow and well defined;
furthermore, peaks at other frequencies that do not correspond to the real one are eliminated.
Chennamangalam, J. (2011, [10]) gives a detailed description of the use of polyphase filters in
ROACH 1 boards.
The last component of the correlator firmware stores temporarily in the ROACH RAM the auto
correlation for each antenna and the cross correlation between the two antennas. This will be
read and transfered to the external storage. Figure 4-7 shows the block diagram of the design,
which also includes components to avoid saturation in the received power and protect the sys-
tem.
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(a) Skecth of the complete FiCoRI instrument.
(b) Antennas picture.
Figure 4-5.: (a) The antennas with its separation distance. (b) Picture of the East-West configura-
tion of the antennas at the Observatorio Astronómico Nacional in Bogotá, Colombia.
The correlator firmware is not able to work by itself. It has to be “loaded” in the FPGA. The
versatility of the FPGA allows that a new firmware to be burned each time the ROACH is turned
on. To carry out this process the ROACH 1 must be connected to a computer with Linux Ope-
rative System through one RS232 serial cable using a control terminal like Minicom. This lets
visualize the current state of the ROACH and it is possible give orders via the terminal. Howe-
ver, the communication and control of the ROACH is made using Python with the Katcp library.
First, a python script runs initializing the software correlator in the ROACH. This script sets the
parameters to received and process the signals, as well as introducing a digital gain used to set
a ground noise in the spectra. The temporal resolution is also introduce as a parameter in this
script; for FiCoRI it has been set close to 4 seconds. When the initializing script is run, it is pos-
sible to do several things, we can plot snapshots of the autocorrelation and the cross correlation
with phases in a spectrum, also we can start the process of storing data. Using another script the
data produced by the correlator are stored in the computer hard disks. The data transmission is
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Figure 4-6.: FiCoRI angular resolution behavior with the frequency.
through a network cable between the ROACH and the PC. If it is necessary to transfer a bigger
data quantity, the transfer would be made via a 10GbE network interface card also included in
the system; this would happen if the temporal resolution is increased. These scripts are in the
Appendix B.
4.3. FiCoRI as a whole
The combination of the antennas, the pre-amps and the correlator make to FiCoRI. The complete
sketch of the instrument is shown in figure 4-5a, a real picture of the antennas it is in the figure
4-5b. The FiCoRI antennas are placed on an imaginary line that crosses from East to West giving
rise to the nomenclature East-Antenna and West-Antenna. The antennas are separated by 24
meters. Although ideally this distance should be as large as possible, this was the maximum dis-
tance achieved in the place designated to install the anntenas at the Observatorio Astronómico
Nacional8. The antennas are pointing to the celestial equator such that during the equinoxes the
Sun is at the center of the main lobe and during the solstices the Sun is the most far away of the
main lobe. As any astronomical instrument, FiCoRI has an angular resolution, equation (2-10)
define the angular resolution of the interferometer. As FiCoRI is a broadband instrument, its an-
gular resolution changes with the frequency. Figure 4-6 shows the angular resolution in degrees
of the interferometric array, FiCoRI. The maximum resolution is 0,9 degrees and corresponds
to the highest frequency. The minimum resolution of≈ 35 degrees at≈ 20 MHz frequency was
chosen based in the cutoff frequency by the ionosphere (Gary, D.E., 2014, [14]). The next chapter
is about the testing and results with FiCoRI.
8http://ciencias.bogota.unal.edu.co/oan










































Based on the design and specifications described in Chapter 4, FiCoRI was completed in mid-
March 2017 and its commissioning observations started immediately. In this chapter we will
describe the initial results obtained, including several tests of the correlator, as well as, the
observation and detection of radio emission associated with a flare and a CME.
5.1. Correlator testing
As was described in Chapter 2, a radio interferometer produces a fringe pattern related to the
separation between elements. The correlator must be able to detect this fringe pattern as a
pattern in the phase spectrum. To avoid phases introduced physically, the components of each
element must be equal, thus, the pre-amps and other elements of electronics must have a similar
behavior, so that the noise and phases introduced by them are the same in each element. Addi-
tionally, the transmission lines must have the same length to ensure that there are not phases
due to analog delays. Figure 5-1 shows an average spectrum obtained with FiCoRI for a given
time. Because the antennas are located in the middle of a big city like Bogotá, the electromag-
netic radio noise is very high, as is clearly shown in figure 5-1 (upper panel).The bottom panel
shows the phase spectrum, the changing value in phases within the whole range of frequencies
is due to the fringe pattern produced by the interferometric process. For the FiCoRI case, the
fringe pattern is visible as a phase change of 360 degrees in 13 MHz in average. However, during
an extraterrestrial radio event it is difficult to identify changes in phase because, as explained
in Chapter 4, the power of the artificial man made signals is much larger than the power of the
radio waves coming from the Sun. A future improvement of the current design can be made by
placing the log-periodic antennas in the focus of a dish, this will increase their directionality and
gain.
To be sure about the phase pattern produced by FiCoRI, it was carried out a correlation process
for incoming signals from the same element, allowing us to verify the phase pattern. The sig-
nals are split in two so that the same signal reaches each ADC. This means that the correlator is
doing interferometry of an antenna with itself, i.e., an autocorrelation is being carried out, and
the fringe pattern should not exist and so the phases detected in the range of frequencies must
be zero. Figure 5-2 shows the power and phase spectrum taken with FiCoRI in the configuration
described above. The power spectrum is similar to the spectrum shown in figure 5-1 but the
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Figure 5-1.: Average power and phases spectrum for an instant of time.


































Figure 5-2.: Power and phases spectrum yield by the cross correlation of an antenna with itself.
phase spectrum is different. In this case, the phase is almost constant with a value close to zero
along the observational band. There are some frequencies for which the phase is not close the
zero, this can be due to the noise introduced by the whole system or due to the power supply
harmonics, this also may correspond to a frequency being emitted with a high power coming
from one unique place.
Another test to be sure that the cross correlation process is performing as expected, is to in-
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Figure 5-3.: Power and phases spectrum yield by the auto correlation of one antenna signal in-
troducing a physical delay.
troduce a physical phase delay. To do this, after the splitter which divides the signal into two
identical signals, transmission lines with different physical lengths are connected to the ADCs.
For our test, one of the cables was set twelve times longer than the other. The short cable mea-
sured 16,5 cm and the longer cable measured 198,5 cm, giving us a difference in length of 1,82 m.
For the construction of FiCoRI we used a Flexible RG316 Coax Cable¹ with a propagation velocity
vp in the medium of 70% of the light speed. The delay time td is calculated using the classical





In the equation, d is the distance given by the differences between lengths. Therefore, for a
length of 1,82 m, the delay time is 0,86 × 10−8 seconds. This is equivalent to a frequency of
1,15 × 109 Hz or 115 MHz. Figure 5-3 shows the spectrum obtained with FiCoRI in the testing
configuration described above. It is possible to notice a well defined phase pattern, which chan-
ges 360 degrees each ≈ 110 MHz. Comparing with the theoretical value calculated, the percent
error obtained in the experimental result is around 4%. As conclusion, we can be sure that the
correlator designed and implemented is performing as expected.
¹Consult data sheet on https://www.pasternack.com/images/productPDF/RG316-DS.pdf
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(a) LASCO-c2 observation on 14:24:08 (b) LASCO-c2 observation on 15:36:07
(c) LASCO-c2 observation on 16:24:07 (d) LASCO-c2 observation on 17:12:07
Figure 5-4.: LASCO-c2 observations of the CME for different hours on April 03, 2017. Sequen-
ce of images taken from http://sidc.oma.be/cactus/catalog/LASCO/2_5_0/
qkl/2017/04/CME0010/CME.html
5.2. The April 03 2017 radio event
On 03 April 2017 a CME associated with a M5,8 GOES class flare was observed by different ins-
truments. As was described in chapter 2, the electrons accelerated along magnetic fields lines
can be detected at radio wavelengths. This particular event was registered in the CACTus catalog.
CACTus² is a catalog where the CMEs observed by the Large Angle and Spectrometric Corona-
graph (LASCO) on board the SOHO spacecraft³ are automatically registered. The CME #0010 of
²Available on http://sidc.oma.be/cactus/
³See https://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/home.html
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April as reported by CACTus started at 13:36 UT and had a duration of 6 hours with an average
velocity of propagation of 437 km s−1. Figure 5-4 shows the time evolution of the CME observed
by LASCO-c2.
Figure 5-5.: Power and phase dynamic spectrum on April 03, 2017.
This CME is associated to a flare of class M5,8 according to the GOES classification reaching its
peak at≈14:29:00 hours. Figure 5-6 shows the FiCoRI spectrum from 14:20:00 to 15:00:00 hours
compared with a frequency cut at 392,19 MHz and the GOES X-rays curve at the same time. It is
possible to see that the left radio burst had the peak at the same time that the flare peak occurs.
This is telling us that the emission could be produced by an electron beam going outward of the
Sun that passed by layers with different densities. The other radio bursts are related with the
relaxing phase of the flare and the beginning of the CME.
The Space Weather Prediction Center of National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA)4 of the United States of America registered a solar radio burst coincident with the GOES
flare peak and classified it as a type II. At high frequencies the electron velocity was reported
to be ≈ 980 km s−1. This radio burst was also observed by the Nançay Decameter Array and
ORFEES located at the Nançay Radio Astronomical Station in France and operated by the Obser-
vatory of Paris.
4Historic data available on ftp://ftp.swpc.noaa.gov/pub/indices/events/
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Figure 5-6.: Comparision of GOES xray flux with the FiCoRI dynamic spectrum and one cut at
392,16 MHz
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Figure 5-5 shows the dynamic spectrum generated by FiCORI, the upper and bottom panels
correspond to the power and the phases, respectively. In the power spectrum it is possible to
notice the radio bursts, similar to the one illustrated in Figure 1-2. On the other hand, in the pha-
se spectrum, it is possible to identify perturbations at the times where the radio bursts occur,
this is because the sources in the plane of sky were not at the point for which the path difference
is zero and so, the radio waves reach the antennas at different times producing a phase shift.
To study the temporal and frequency correspondence between FiCoRI and Nançay data, from
FiCoRI data were chosen the frequencies for which the spectrum were cleaner. For these fre-
quencies the maximum or peaks were found. Thus, it is possible to make a plot of maximum
frequency vs time, which gives us information about the radio burst frequency drift. Figure 5-7
shows the Nançay radio spectrum, the blue stars correspond to the FiCoRI fitted data. It is clear
that both datasets coincide quite nicely.
Figure 5-7.: FiCoRI data points over the Nançay radio spectrum.
These results make possible to find the electron plasma velocity of the radio bursts using a
density model. The Leblanc, et al. (1998,[19]) density model based on in-situ measurements of
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density by Helios 1 and 2 spacecrafts at 1 Astronomical Unit (AU) was used for the following
calculations. The plasma electronic density ne of interplanetary medium has a relation with dis-
tance according to the density Leblanc, et al. (1998,[19]) model as:
ne ∝ d−2,1cm−3(d is in AU) (5-2)
Because FiCoRI is located at a distance of 1 AU, the plasma electronic density is in average 6,1
cm−3. Replacing this value in the equation 1-2 it is found that the plasma frequency for that
density is 0,02438 MHz. Now, the distance R where the radio emission is generated is related to
the plasma frequency νp, the observed frequency νo and the distance R1 where the observation










Figure 5-8.: The Leblanc density model applied to the FiCoRI data.
Figure 5-8 shows different rates of change in the distance during the period of time correspon-
ding to the frequency interval from 27,34 MHz until 392,19 MHz. As in classical physics, the slope
is the velocity. Thus, for high frequencies (199,22 - 392,19 MHz) the drift velocity is≈ 695 km s−1
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making a percent difference of 30% respect to that reported by the NOAA. This difference re-
sults of an unclear frequency determination, based on the method used, and it is also the reason
why the theoretical curve does not match fully with the observed data. The drift velocity for
the whole frequency range is ≈ 125 km s−1. These velocities are usual for Type II radio bursts
matching with the classification given by the NOAA.
In conclusion, the design and construction of the First Colombian Solar Radio Interferometer
was a success. FiCoRI is an instrument capable to perform radio observations of space weather
and the solar phenomena. In the future, FiCoRI can be improved if the antennas are placed at
the focus of dishes minimizing the no-desired noise, and increasing the gain. It is also necessary
to add more elements to the radio interferometer to make imaging of radio sources and their
location in the plane of the sky possible.
6. Conclusions and Discussion
6.1. Conclusions
The most important technological and scientific results of this thesis was the design and cons-
truction of a radio instrument. The instrument is currently operational and it has been demons-
trated that scientifically valuable data can be obtained with it, therefore achieving the scientific
goals of the proposed Master’s degree project. FiCoRI is now a reality, becoming the first radio
interferometric telescope made in Colombia with successful results, to our knowledge.
The search for an antenna with the correct characteristics for observations in a broad frequency
band, but also with acceptable directionality allowed us to make a suitable selection based on
computational simulations. The operation of these two antennas as a radio interferometer ma-
kes possible an instrument with a high capability for the detection of radio waves.
FiCoRI was designed as a digital interferometer, a requirement that drove the selection crite-
ria of the appropriate hardware. The Reconfigurable Open Architecture Computing Hardware
(ROACH) designed by the Collaboration for Astronomy Signal Processing and Electronics Re-
search (CASPER) at the University of California Berkeley was selected as the digital receiver and
signal processing unit for FiCoRI. The ROACH uses a FPGA, making it robust, customizable and
relatively easy to program with the capability of processing signals with a high quality. All of
these guarantee the correct performance and operation of the instrument.
Testing of the instrument indicated its correct performance. This was demonstrated with the
observation by FiCoRI of a solar radio burst associated to a M5,8 GOES class flare, also observed
by the Nançay Radio Astronomical Station. Because of the challenging electromagnetic (EM)
conditions in Bogotá, due to EM contamination, the observation of the radio burst was partial in
a few clean frequency bands. Nevertheless, an analysis to find the electron velocity generating
this radio emission was made using data from FiCoRI. It is the first time that this kind of analysis
is made with data from a Colombian instrument. It is important to mention that during the
same day, several radio bursts associated with a CME propagating in the interplanetary medium
and quasi continuous radio emission at low frequencies (type IV radio burst). These were also
observed by FiCoRI, confirming that the instrument can be used for monitoring space weather.
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6.2. Recommendations
Perhaps the most important recommendation for the correct operation of the instrument is
placing the antennas at the focus of a dish. This will increase the gain and directionality of
the system making it useful for observations of other celestial objects. Adding a tracker to this
system will improve substantially the capability of monitoring the Sun. Additionally, this will
allow to pointing the antennas to a non-solar radio source, expanding the usage of FiCoRI with
astrophysical and extragalactic goals.
A. Appendix A: Configuration of software
resources
The following is the text that should be read if a person wants to configure a laptop to program-
ming or control a ROACH device:
PLEASE, READ THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION CAREFULLY
Here, you will find a description of the needed software in order to guarantee the right working
of the whole system.
ROACH HARDWARE
The First Colombian Solar Radio Interferometer is able to process data spanning frequen-
cies from 100-800 MHz thanks to the ROACH Hardware. The ROACH hardware is deve-
loped by CASPER group from UC Berkely as a cheaper alternative to achieve the radio
astronomical data processing.
Nowadays, there are two versions of the ROACH hardware. In this instrument the ROACH
version 1 is used and its principal component is a FPGA Virtex 5 SX95T. If you want know
more about the hardware, please do not hesitate to check this web page https://casper.
berkeley.edu/wiki/ROACH
SOFTWARE
The software can be divided in two large sorts. The first one is about the design and si-
mulation software, which would be set up into the ROACH and which define the main
features of the instrument (Sample time, sample frequency, bandwidth, etc). The second
one is about the software in charge of the communication between the ROACH, the com-
puter and data storage.
• The MATLAB/SIMULINK (with Casper Blocks) with ISE DESIGN SUITE: System Edi-
tion from Xilinx
Based on the desired features of the instrument must be designed a model in order
to take advantage of the FPGA. This model is built using Matlab/Simulink and so as
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to be sure about the right working of the model it is tested through a simulation.
Finally, the model would be ready to use in the roach when a *.bof file is generated
using ISE DESIGN SUITE which run on Matlab. In the following lines will be describe
the software needed.
◦ Operating System.
The ideal operating system is LINUX. It could be whatever 64 bit Linux.
◦ MATLAB/Simulink
The test tutorials are thought forMATLAB R2012a/b with simulink. Hence, every
tool and designs would work correctly in this version for sure. They are not sup-
ported or guarantee for other Matlab versions.
Here is very important to say that if you have a Student License this would not
to work because these kind of licenses are limited to 1000 blocks in simulink.
In a basic design of a correlator the number of blocks could grow up until 25000
or more. So, you will need a professional license.
When you have the right license, please be sure that the HOST ID in the *.lic
file is the same that the HOST ID of your laptop. If it is not in that way, please
modify the *.lic file with the correct HOST ID. It would avoid a lot of errors when
you are compiling the program.
◦ ISE DESIGN SUITE: System Edition
You can download the software from http://www.xilinx.com/support/download/
index.html/content/xilinx/en/downloadNav/design-tools.html, where
you must choose the Linux version. Please give root permissions to install the
software and be sure to choose ”SYSTEM EDITION”because this is equipped
with System Generator for DSP, the software is in charge of generate the *.bof
file which we already spoke above. The 14.7 version is the last one and works
perfectly.
Here, you will need a license and this one must have the same HOST ID than
MATLAB license. This a private license but Xilinx have a donation program for
educative research. Please do not forget to give chmod -R 777 permissions to the
file where Xilinx was installed.
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◦ MLIB_DEVEL
This is a library which contains every special block created only for the ROACH.
You can clone it through githubwith git clone git://github.com/casper-astro/
mlib_devel.git
When you have the library, please save it in the home or another folder. Inside,
you will find a shell executable file called startsg. Give the correspondent per-
mission and modify the file depending of your own configuration. I have there:
#!/bin/bash












That is the way to upload the Xilinx libraries and the CASPER libraries to Matla-
b/Simulink. When you need to begin or to continue a project you must execute
this file.
◦ Final Advice
Beacuse Xilinx has removed supported for some old blocks is necessary toin-
clude them again in the Xilinx directory of your laptop. Please download them
from https://www.dropbox.com/s/eq57n5td37yrwma/pcores_for_ise13.
zip?dl=1 and paste them in the folder Xilinx/14.7/ISE_DS/EDK/hw/
XilinxProcessorIPLib/pcore.
Also you need to enable your Shell Dash to compile and generate the *.bof fi-




sudo ln -s bash sh
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You also need to change your make to gmake, please open a terminal and write
there:
cd /usr/bin/
sudo ln -s make gmake
If everything is correctly installed and linked. Now, you are able to create models
and test them through simulation. Also, you are able to generate *.bof files.
• PYTHON FOR COMMUNICATION ROACH-PC
The communication between ROACH and the PC is through out Python. Python is
installed on Linux by defect. Hence, you do not need to install python. But you need
to install some libraries.
◦ PyPI
You need to install easy_install to get libraries from PyPI. Please write in a ter-
minal the following:
apt-get install python-setuptools
You also need python-dev. Please write in a terminal:
apt-get install python-dev
◦ Corr Library








Finally, install corr 0.7.3
B. Appendix B: Python scripts for
communication and control of the
ROACH
The following is the main script that must be executed by first. This initializes the parameters
of the correlator firmware making it ready to be used:
#!/usr/bin/env python
'''
This script initializes the ROACH hardware and set the paramaters to start with
the measurements. Based on the script by
Author: Jason Manley, August 2010.
Modified: May 2012, Medicina.
Modified: Aug 2012, Nie Jun
\n\n
Modified for FiCoRI by Juan C. Guevara Gomez on February 2017
'''
#TODO: add support for coarse delay change
#TODO: add support for ADC histogram plotting.
















if __name__ == '__main__':




p.add_option('-l', '--acc_len', dest='acc_len', type='int',default=5*(2**28)
/1024,
help='Set the number of vectors to accumulate between dumps. default is
(2^28)/1024.')
p.add_option('-g', '--gain', dest='gain', type='int',default=160,
help='Set the digital gain (4bit quantisation scalar). default is 1000.')
p.add_option('-s', '--skip', dest='skip', action='store_true',
help='Skip reprogramming the FPGA and configuring EQ.')
p.add_option('-b', '--bof', dest='boffile', type='str', default='',
help='Specify the bof file to load')
opts, args = p.parse_args(sys.argv[1:])
if args==[]:




if opts.boffile != '':
boffile = opts.boffile
else:










print('Connecting to server %s on port %i... ' %(roach,katcp_port)),


















print 'Configuring accumulation period...',
fpga.write_int('acc_len',opts.acc_len)
print 'done'






fpga.write_int('ctrl',1<<18) #issue a second trigger
print 'done'
#EQ SCALING!
# writes only occur when the addr line changes value.
# write blindly - don't bother checking if write was successful. Trust in TCP!
print 'Setting gains of all channels on all inputs to %i...' %opts.gain,
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fpga.write_int('quant_gain',opts.gain) #write the same gain for all inputs,
all channels
#fpga.write_int('quant1_gain',opts.gain) #write the same gain for all inputs,
all channels
#~ fpga.write_int('quant2_gain',opts.gain) #write the same gain for all inputs
, all channels
#~ fpga.write_int('quant3_gain',opts.gain) #write the same gain for all inputs
, all channels
for chan in range(1024):




print "ok, all set up. Try using poco_adc_amplitudes.py or poco_plot_adc.py to
determine the " + \







If the users want to visualize the spectrum in real time can be used the following scripts. The
first one to plot the autocorrelations and the second one to plot the cross-correlation.
To plot the autocorrelations:
#!/usr/bin/env python
'''
This script demonstrates grabbing data off an already configured FPGA and
plotting it using Python. Initially design by:
Author: Jason Manley, August 2009.
Modified: Aug 2012, Nie Jun
Modified for FiCORI requirements by Juan C. Guevara Gomez on Febraury 2017
'''
#TODO: add support for coarse delay change
#TODO: add support for ADC histogram plotting.
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if __name__ == '__main__':






help='Set plot with channel number or frequency.')
p.add_option('-f','--frequency',dest='fr',type='float',default=800.0,
help='Set plot max frequency.(If -c sets to False)')
opts, args = p.parse_args(sys.argv[1:])
if args==[]:








if ifch == False:











print('Connecting to server %s on port %i... ' %(roach,katcp_port)),






print 'ERROR connecting to server %s on port %i.\n' %(roach,
katcp_port)
exit_fail()
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prev_integration = fpga.read_uint('acc_num')
print 'acc_num', prev_integration













Script to plot cross-correlation:
#!/usr/bin/env python
'''
This script demonstrates grabbing data from a wideband Pocket correlator and
plotting it using python matplolib. Initially design by:
Author: Jason Manley, August 2009.
Modified: Aug 2012, Nie Jun
\n\n
Modified for the FiCoRI requeriments for Juan C. Guevara Gomez on Febraury
2017
'''
#TODO: add support for coarse delay change
#TODO: add support for ADC histogram plotting.








































for i in range(256):
interleave_a.append(complex(a_0r[i], a_0i[i]))



















matplotlib.pyplot.title('Spectrum at %s' %(datetime.datetime.now()+UTadd
).strftime(' %Y %m %d_ %H %M %S'))
matplotlib.pyplot.ylabel('Power (arbitrary units)')
matplotlib.pyplot.subplot(212)














if __name__ == '__main__':




p.add_option('-c', '--cross', dest='cross', type='str',default='ab',
help='Plot this cross correlation magnitude and phase. default: ab')
p.add_option('-C','--channel',dest='ch',action='store_true',
help='Set plot with channel number or frequency.')
p.add_option('-f','--frequency',dest='fr',type='float',default=800.0,
help='Set plot max frequency.(If -c sets to False)')
opts, args = p.parse_args(sys.argv[1:])
if args==[]:








if ifch == False:
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print('Connecting to server %s on port %i... ' %(roach,katcp_port)),






print 'ERROR connecting to server %s on port %i.\n' %(roach,
katcp_port)
exit_fail()




# start the process
drawDataCallback(baseline)
matplotlib.pyplot.show()








Finally, the following is the script that must be executed to start the storage process of the data.
The script creates *.dat files with the time of the day in UT. At the end, three files are created,
two for the autocorrelations and one for the cross-correlation.
#!/usr/bin/env python
'''
This script save data for the First Colombian Radio Interferometer and it is
based on the script use for CASPER workshop Tutorial 4 written by Jason Manley
, August 2009
\n\n
Author: Juan C. Guevara Gomez, January 2016.
'''
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#TODO: add support for coarse delay change
#TODO: add support for ADC histogram plotting.
#TODO: add support for determining ADC input level





fab = open('/home/juan/Documentos/Ficori/Data/Data_Cross_Ant_AB_ %s.dat' %(datetime
.datetime.now()+UTadd).strftime(' %Y %m %d_ %H %M %S'),'w')
fa = open('/home/juan/Documentos/Ficori/Data/Data_Auto_Ant_A_ %s.dat' %(datetime.
datetime.now()+UTadd).strftime(' %Y %m %d_ %H %M %S'),'w')
fb = open('/home/juan/Documentos/Ficori/Data/Data_Auto_Ant_B_ %s.dat' %(datetime.
datetime.now()+UTadd).strftime(' %Y %m %d_ %H %M %S'),'w')
def exit_fail():















































if __name__ == '__main__':




p.add_option('-c', '--cross', dest='cross', type='str',default='ab',
help='Plot this cross correlation magnitude and phase. default: ab')
p.add_option('-C','--channel',dest='ch',action='store_true',
help='Set plot with channel number or frequency.')
p.add_option('-f','--frequency',dest='fr',type='float',default=800.0,
help='Set plot max frequency.(If -c sets to False)')
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opts, args = p.parse_args(sys.argv[1:])
if args==[]:








if ifch == False:












print('Connecting to server %s on port %i... ' %(roach,katcp_port))






print('ERROR connecting to server %s on port %i.\n' %(roach,katcp_port))
exit_fail()
# set up the figure with a subplot for each polarisation to be plotted
fig = matplotlib.pyplot.figure()
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ax = fig.add_subplot(2,1,1)
# start the process





while counter < 1240:
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